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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a web synchronization method (WSM) to share operation data on a browser and
synchronize output time of data among browsers in browser-based communications such as video conferencing and
remote control services. WSM continually provides users with an environment for smooth browser-based communications even if users are in a heterogeneous environment where network delay and rendering time among browsers
fluctuate. This fluctuation causes the diﬀerence of output time among browsers and a lack of synchronization (out-ofsynchronization). This is perceived as being somewhat strange, or even annoying. Several methods have been studied
to prevent out-of-synchronization for streaming content such as video and voice data. WSM synchronizes the output
time of streaming content and/or non-streaming content after sharing browser operations (e.g., page movement) among
conversational partners. WSM also maintains synchronization of the output time even if a device is connected to different access networks during a conversation. Synchronized output is realized by controlling the time to notify each
browser of browser operations, and by controlling the time to send and output web content according to the network
delay and rendering performance. For considering feasibility, WSM works on a web browser and does not need additional software. We implemented a prototype system and measured the diﬀerence in the output time among browsers.
The results show that WSM achieves web synchronization within 300 ms while the target time was 320 ms.
Keywords: web synchronization, browser-based communications, streaming and non-streaming communications

1. Introduction
Communication services using both voice and visual (e.g.,
video and web) media are growing not only in fixed network environments but also in mobile network environments. In communication services, voice media plays a fundamental role enabling
multiple users to talk with each other in real-time. Visual media
compensates for diﬃculties in communication and contributes to
a smooth communication, for example, in the case that a user
wishes to instruct the operation of an item to others.
Figure 1 depicts a use case scenario where a smooth communication is necessary. At first, two users, Bob and Carol are consulting a travel agency (Alice) for their travel plans using a PC and
a mobile phone, respectively as shown in Scene 1. Then, Alice
as the telephone operator of the travel agency recommends plans
by sharing web contents in addition to giving an oral explanation
as shown in Scene 2. The timings of showing the web contents
and operating actions such as highlighting a button should be synchronized by devices of the operator and users. In the case of the
mobile phone, the synchronization should be continually available even if the connected network environment is changed, for
example from Wi-Fi to 3G, during the communication as shown
in Scene 3.
The existing techniques [1], [2], [3] realize the sharing of web
contents. The users run a browser and share the operations (e.g.,
webpage movement) among browsers using additional software
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Fig. 1 Use case scenario.

or a browser plugin. However, these techniques do not consider
the sharing among conversational partners of voice/video communications. Moreover, these techniques do not focus on the
synchronization of the output time of a webpages. Therefore, it
gives users a feeling of wrongness due to the diﬀerence of output
times among browsers in a heterogeneous environment where the
network delay and the rendering time among browsers fluctuate.
This diﬀerence causes out-of-synchronization.
There are several reasons for the occurrence of out-ofsynchronization. First, when the bandwidths of the access network of the users are diﬀerent, the arrival times of the packets
may be diﬀerent. Second, in the case of the mobile phone, the
bandwidth of the access network for users diﬀers during the communication. Diﬀerences in the arrival times of packets cause differences in the output time. Third, the rendering times are diﬀer-
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ent among browsers.
In order to prevent the out-of-synchronization problem, several methods have been studied [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. These
studies synchronize the actual output time of the voice and video
data among devices and ensure the quality of the real-time communication. This is realized by sharing the generation time and
the estimated output time among devices and by controlling the
actual output time according to the network delay.
However, they do not deal with the synchronization of nonstreaming content such as web contents. In addition to this issue,
previous methods [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] do not focus on the sharing of browser operations among conversational
partners.
We propose a web synchronization method (WSM) to share
browser operations among browsers of conversational partners
and to synchronize the output time of voice, video and web contents. WSM starts sharing of web contents and browser operations among conversational partners who are using voice and
video contents. Moreover, WSM synchronizes output times of
web contents and the operations. For synchronization, we consider the heterogeneity of not only the network delay but also
the rendering performance on browsers and propose a method to
control the output timings of webpages by absorbing the performance between devices of users. For considering the feasibility,
we also realize a method without additional software or a plugin
on a browser.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related works on conventional methods and issues for
smooth communication in a heterogeneous environment. Section 3 provides a detailed description of a novel web synchronization method, while Section 4 shows the prototype implementation and performance evaluations. Section 5 summarizes the
conclusion.

2. Related Works
This section describes existing methods and issues on continually providing users with an environment for smooth browserbased communications.
2.1 Web Contents Sharing
Several methods for sharing web contents among users have
been studied [1], [2], [3]. These methods share the operations of
web browsers. Method [1] shares browser operations (webpage
movement, webpage scroll, etc.) among browsers including a
plugin. This method also manages control authority for sharing
of browser operations. Method [2] transmits a browser synchronization signal (e.g., URL of homepage) among devices without
preparing a centralized server by using NAT traversal technique.
Method [3] considers that users move to a diﬀerent location and
change devices during communication. It keeps web information
(tabs, history, forms, etc.) so that the information can be recovered from any device connected to the Internet.
However, existing methods do not focus on sharing among
conversational partners (e.g., users and an operator) and synchronization well in a heterogeneous environment such that some
users use a PC connected with a fixed network and other users
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Fig. 2 Typical control models for synchronization among devices.

use a smartphone on a mobile network.
2.2 Synchronization for Streaming Content
Many researchers have studied methods for synchronization regarding the output times of streaming content such as voice and
video [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. These methods delay the output times of each data packet to ensure the output intervals of
the same kinds of media (voice or video) data are equal to the
generation intervals of the same data. They achieve intra-media
synchronization, which is the diﬀerence time between a generation intervals and an output interval is less than the threshold
(320 ms) [4], [10].
These methods [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] also achieve an intermedia synchronization that synchronizes the output times between diﬀerent kinds of streaming data such as voice and video.
Previous methods [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] described above do not focus on the sharing of browser operations
among conversational partners. Moreover, methods [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9] synchronize the output time of streaming content, but
methods [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] cannot synchronize
non-streaming content such as web contents.
2.3

Typical Control Model for Synchronization and Our
Target
Typical models for conventional synchronization methods are
classified into the following three kinds: the Master-slave model
(Fig. 2 (a)) [4], [5], the Maestro model (Fig. 2 (b)) [6], [7] and the
Decentralized model (Fig. 2 (c)) [8], [9].
In the Master-slave model (Fig. 2 (a)), the user decides the pri-
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ority for media data such as voice and video data. The media
data with the highest priority is called the master media, while
the other media data is called the slave media. The device that
receives master media is defined as the master device, and those
that receive slave media are defined as slave devices. Slave devices decide the actual output time of the slave media based on
the media information including the generation time and the output time of the master media. The master device distributes the
media information to the slave devices. The advantage of this
model is to retain the quality of the master media. This model
is typically used in TV communication, where voice data is selected as the master media, because it can retain the quality of
voice communication over visual communication.
In the Maestro model (Fig. 2 (b)), an entity (maestro) collects
the media information of each media data from all devices and
decides the actual output times of the consequent data packets.
Each device outputs the data packets based on the output times
informed by the maestro. This model is typically used in online
games since all types of data packets should be treated with the
same priority. However, this model tends to increase the output
delay compared to the Master-slave model, because each device
outputs a data packet after sending the media information to the
maestro and receiving the actual output time from the maestro.
In the Decentralized model (Fig. 2 (c)), each device mutually
exchanges media information and individually determines the actual output times of each data from the media information. Therefore, in this model, all devices can output data with less delay
than the Maestro model. However, this model tends to increase
the network load compared to other models because all pairs of
devices must frequently exchange media information.
In contrast, our method considers synchronization not only for
streaming data but also for non-streaming data of browser based
communication. In this communication, our method uses the
Maestro model in Fig. 2 (b) and the maestro module controls the
output times of the web content for multiple devices in a heterogeneous environment based on the rendering times in addition
to network delays. The module needs to decide the timing to
send/output web content and share it with the same priority. We
describe the details in Section 3.2.

3. Proposed Method: A Web Synchronization Method for Browser-Based Communications
We propose a novel web synchronization method (WSM) that
shares browser operations among conversational partners and
meets out-of-synchronization without any additional software
and a plugin on browsers. We believe that WSM is an essential technology for smooth voice and visual communications in a
heterogeneous environment.
3.1 Requirements
We consider the following requirements for synchronization in
a heterogeneous environment.
Requirement 1: Starting sharing of browser operations independent of the timing of communication by voice and/or video.
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Fig. 3

Overview of architecture as module composition.

At this time, WSM is unnecessary additional software and no plugin is required for feasibility. Users can utilize a communication
service by using their devices with web browsers without adding
any software or plugin.
Requirement 2: Synchronizing the output times of the web
content among conversational partners in a heterogeneous environment. The diﬀerence in the output times must be within
320 ms [4], [10]. If the diﬀerence is over 320 ms, some users cannot understand the received conversation because all users cannot
look at the same webpage at the same time.
Requirement 3: Continuing to synchronize the output times of
the web content among web browsers even if a device changes
the connected access network, e.g., Wi-Fi to 3G, during the communication.
3.2 Overview of the Proposed Web Synchronization
We show an overview of the architecture with WSM in Fig. 3.
This architecture is based on the Maestro model because all devices equally share web operations without any additional software on browsers via a web server in a heterogeneous environment.
A synchronization module for streaming (Fig. 3 (a)) is included
in the Maestro model. This module controls the output time of
voice/video data by changing the timing to send each data and
indicating the buﬀering time according to network delay.
The new module for non-streaming content (web content)
(Fig. 3 (b)) plays the role of maestro in the Maestro Model
(Fig. 2 (b)). This module decides the timing to send and output
web content and shares it with the browser information collection
module (Fig. 3 (c)). The browser information collection module
collects the operations to be synchronized by scripts (Fig. 3 (d),
Fig. 4) such as JavaScript on a browser. The request detection
module (Fig. 3 (e)) detects a webpage movement as a browser operation.
Section 3.3 shows detailed methods for detecting browser operations and sharing the operations among conversational partners
without any additional software for Requirement 1. Section 3.4
shows a method of synchronizing the output times of the web content for Requirement 2. Section 3.5 shows a method of adjusting
the output time in the case where the connected access network
of a device changes for Requirement 3.
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Fig. 5

Fig. 4 A method of creating web content for web synchronization.

3.3 Detection and Sharing of Browser Operations
(1) Detection of user operations
The proposed method detects browser operations in modules
on a web server (Fig. 3 (e)) or on each browser (Fig. 3 (d)) according to the kind of browser operation.
For synchronization of a webpage movement, a web server detects the operation from a request message of the web content in
Fig. 3 (e). The detection in the web server can reduce the time to
send a control message to notify browser operations of the web
server compared with the detection in each browser.
On the other hand, it is diﬃcult for a web server to detect some
operations such as a character input in a text area. In this case,
a browser detects the browser operations in Fig. 3 (d) and sends
the information to the web server. The method of detecting the
browser operations are described in detail as follows.
A service provider (or a proxy) creates a web content including scripts (e.g., JavaScript) that detects and shares browser operations. This script does not force users to install any additional
software or any plugin for the web browser.
Figure 4 depicts a method of including a script for detecting
and sharing browser operations. Service providers create codes
for the user interface (UI) such as a button and a text area on the
body part in a web content (Fig. 4 (i)). They set an identification
of the UI element (Fig. 4 (iii)) to JavaScript for detecting and sharing browser operations (Fig. 4 (ii)). When a web browser loads
the web content, it registers a list of UI elements (target of synchronization) to the synchronization module (Fig. 3 (b)) via the
browser information collection (Fig. 3 (c)). If users operate UI elements without registration, the synchronization module does not
share the operations. Users can hide the web content including
privacy information.
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Sequence of grouping users after starting a voice/video communication.

The service providers can newly add codes for synchronizing browser operations (undefined UI element) such as webpage
scroll and drawing action (e.g., line and circle). For new browser
operations, the service providers define the argument, webSyncregister (e.g., document.getElementById (“scroll”), “scroll”,
“8”) and create codes of JavaScript which detects and acts the
operations.
After the registration, when a user operates a UI element on
a web content, the script detects the kind of operation. Other
browsers load the operation sharing module (Fig. 3 (d)) and run
the operation after receiving the kind of browser operation and
the value from the web server.
(2) Sequence to start sharing user operation among browsers
When the web server or script described in Fig. 4 detects
a browser operation, the proposed method shares it among
browsers. For identifying each media data in Fig. 3, the proposed
method groups ID (UIDr (e.g., SIP URI)) for a streaming data
with ID (UIDw (e.g., Log-in ID)) for non-streaming data.
Figures 5 and 6 show a sequence to group communicating
users by using IDs and start a web synchronization.
Case1: Grouping after starting voice/video communication
This is the case where a user asks an operator to supplement
voice/video communication with sharing of web content. In this
case, users and an operator share browser operations after starting
a voice/video communication.
WSM binds the UIDw of users with the UIDw of the conversational partner (e.g., operator). Figure 5 shows a sequence for
grouping each UIDw.
(i) Starting voice/video communication (Fig. 5 (1)–(2))
An operator, User 1 and User 2 in Fig. 5 start a voice/video
communication. Then, a conference server shares the UIDr with
the synchronization server (Fig. 5 (1)). The operator opens his/her
browser in advance for web communication (Fig. 5 (2)).
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Fig. 7

Fig. 6 Sequence of grouping users after starting a web communication.

(ii) ID Grouping for web synchronization (Fig. 5 (3)–(6))
User 1 sends a message to login with his/her UIDw from web
content such as an online travel site (Fig. 5 (3)). The web server
managing web content sends the UIDw of User 1 to the synchronization server (Fig. 5 (4)). The synchronization server searches
the UIDr of User 1 from the UIDw and obtains the UIDr of the
operator as a conversational partner from the result (UIDr of User
1). In advance, the service provider registers a list of the UIDr and
the UIDw with users and operators in a synchronization server.
The synchronization server obtains the UIDw of the operator
from the UIDr of the operator and replies the UIDw of the operator to the web server (Fig. 5 (5)). The web server (and the synchronization server) groups each UIDw (Fig. 5 (6)).
(iii) ID Grouping for additional users (Fig. 5 (7)–(10))
Regarding other users such as User 2, devices and servers run
the same sequence as that with User 1 and start web synchronization (Fig. 5 (7)–(10)).
Case2: Grouping after starting web communication
Some users call to a call center to ask an operator to supplement details about web content with voice/video communication. Users and the operator start voice/video communication
after starting browsing.
WSM searches the UIDw of the operator who can communicate with the user and groups the UIDw. WSM searches the UIDr
from their UIDw and calls from a conference server to the UIDr.
Figure 6 shows the sequence.
(i) Ready for communication (Fig. 6 (1))
As the ready phase, the operator waits for a call from the user
and opens his/her browser in advance (Fig. 6 (1)).
(ii) ID grouping for web synchronization (Fig. 6 (2)–(5))
User 1 sends a message to login with his/her UIDw from the
web content to the web server during web browsing (Fig. 6 (2)).
The web server sends the UIDw of User 1 to the synchroniza-
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Flowchart to decide the output time in a synchronization server.

tion server (Fig. 6 (3)) and obtains the UIDw of the operator who
can communicate with the user (Fig. 6 (4)). At this time, the web
server (and the synchronization server) binds and groups each
UIDw (Fig. 6 (5)) for web synchronization.
(iii) Starting voice/video communication (Fig. 6 (6)–(9))
User 1 sends a request message (including the UIDw or UIDr
of User 2) for starting a voice/video communication from contact
information on his own web site to a web server. The web server
forwards it to a synchronization server (Fig. 6 (6)). The synchronization server searches the UIDr of User 1 and User2 and the
operator from each UIDw (Fig. 6 (7)) and sends them to the conference server (Fig. 6 (8)).
The conference server calls the users and the operator based on
3rd party call control protocol [11] (Fig. 6 (9)). The users and the
operator start a voice/video communication.
(iv) ID grouping for additional users (Fig. 6 (10)–(11))
The web server groups each UIDw (Fig. 6 (10)–(11)) after login by User 2 as well as User 1.
In each case, the processing time on each server is out of
scope. We assume the diﬀerence of the processing time for each
browser is negligible. If that diﬀerence increases and causes
out-of-synchronization, we need consider load sharing for each
server.
3.4 Control of Output Time on the Web Browser
WSM estimates the actual output time of web content based
on parameters such as the network delay (throughput) on access
networks and the rendering performance of each web browser.
Figure 7 shows a flowchart to estimate the ideal output time. The
ideal output time means a time when each device should output
each data for synchronization.
(i) Getting initial parameter values (Fig. 7 (1)–(3))
First of all, when the operator and each user login to a web
server (Fig. 7 (1)), a synchronization server obtains three initial
parameter values to estimate the ideal output time to synchronize
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output times (Fig. 7 (2)). The method is described in detail as follows.
When the operator or users login (Fig. 5 (2), (3), Fig. 6 (1), (2)),
browsers obtain three initial parameter values: the upload delay (Tud i−1 (D) ) of a login message for login, the download delay
(Tdd i−1 (D) ) of web content and the rendering time (Trt i−1 (D) ). D
and i mean the identification of the device name and the sequence
number of the packet, respectively. The browsers send each value
to the web server.
In Fig. 7 (3), the synchronization server calculates the upload
throughput (Dud i−1 (D) (= Tud i−1 (D) / Sc )) and the download
throughput (Ddd i−1 (D) (= Tdd i−1 (D) / Sl )) from the upload delay,
the download delay, the content size of the control packet (Sc)
and the content size of the login page (Sl ). The server calculates
the rendering performance (Rp i−1 (D) (= Trt i−1 (D) / Sl )) from the
rendering time and the content size. This function uses these parameters for calculations in Fig. 7 (6) and Fig. 7 (8).
(ii) Calculation of each parameter value (Fig. 7 (4)–(7))
The synchronization server detects the operations (e.g., webpage movement) by receiving a notification from the web server
(Fig. 7 (4)). The synchronization server obtains the content size
of the control packet (Sc) and the web content (Sw) from the
web server (Fig. 7 (5)). The synchronization server calculates the
download delay (Tdd i (D) (= Sw / Ddd i−1 (D) )) of the web content
and the rendering time (Trt i (D) (= Rp i−1 (D) x Sw)) for the controller (Fig. 7 (6)). In the controlee, the server also calculates the
download delay (Tcd i (D) (= Sc / Ddd i−1 (D) )) of control packet for
sharing the operations and the upload delay of a request message
of the web content (Tud i (D) (= Sc / Dud i−1 (D) )) (Fig. 7 (7)).
(iii) Setting of ideal output time and waiting time to control output time (Fig. 7 (8)–(9))
The synchronization server calculates the ideal output time
based on each value (Tcd i (D) , Tud i (D) , Tdd i (D) , Trt i (D) ). The ideal
output time is the last time as the result of comparison between
the estimated output time of the controller (Tdd i (D) + Trt i (D) )
and that of each controlee (Tcd i (D) + Tud i (D) + Tdd i (D) + Trt i (D) )
(Fig. 7 (8), Fig. 8). The synchronization server decides the waiting time (Twt i (D) ) in such a way that the actual output time becomes equal to the ideal output time (Fig. 7 (9), Fig. 8) within a
setting value for time out of web sessions on browsers.
Case 1 (Fig. 8 (a)): The web server sets the waiting time
(Twt i (z) ) for the controller and delays the sending of the web content to the controller if inequality (1) is established (e.g., Controller is Device Z and Controlee is Device X).
Tdd

i

(z)

+ Trt

i

(z)

< Tcd

i

(x)

+ Tud

i

(x)

+ Tdd

i

(x)

+ Trt

i

(x)

(1)

Case 2 (Fig. 8 (b)): The web server sets the waiting time
(Twt i (x) ) for the controlee and delays the sending of the web content if Eq. (2) is established.
Tdd

i

(z)

+ Trt

i

(z)

> Tcd

i

(x)

+ Tud

i

(x)

+ Tdd

i

(x)

+ Trt

i

(x)

(2)

The synchronization server sends a control packet that requests
the operations from the controller to each controlee via the web
server. Each controlee receives the control packet and runs the
operation (e.g., webpage movement). The web server sets the
waiting time for the controlee. After the waiting time, the web
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Fig. 8 Ideal output time and setting of waiting time in each case.

server sends the web content to the controlee.
Case 3 (Fig. 8 (c)): There is no waiting time for all devices if
Eq. (3) is established.
Tdd

i

(z)

+ Trt

i

(z)

= Tcd

i

(x)

+ Tud

i

(x)

+ Tdd

i

(x)

+ Trt

i

(x)

(3)

(iv) Updating each parameter value (Fig. 7 (10)-(12))
The web server sends web content to each device. The synchronization server obtains each parameter value from each device via the web server in the same sequence for initial parameter values (Fig. 7 (10)). The synchronization server updates the
throughput, the rendering performance (Fig. 7 (11)) and the sequence number (Fig. 7 (12)).
3.5 Adjustment of Output Time
Our proposed method adjusts the output times of web content
for each device so that the web synchronization works well even
If the devices are connected to diﬀerent access networks (e.g., WiFi area and mobile phone area) according to the user’s movement.
In this time, the browser re-connects web sessions to control the
browser with the server. The browser runs the sequence based on
Ajax/Comet.
When a device changes the access network, three parameter
values (Tcd i (D) , Tud i (D) , Tdd i (D) ) have the possibility of fluctuating at either of the following points (Point 1: before notifying
the browser operations of each controlee, Point 2: between point
1 and the point before requesting for a new webpage from each
controlee, Point 3: between point 2 and before sending a new
webpage). At each point, the synchronization server estimates
the network delay and the rendering time and sets an appropriate
waiting time. Tcd i (D) in Point 1, Tud i (D) in Point 2 and Tdd i (D)
in Point 3 change according to the throughput of a new access
network. The synchronization server updates or sets Twt i (D) ac-
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cording to the change in Tcd i (D) , Tud i (D) and Tdd i (D) .
If the synchronization server estimates that the arrival of web
content to the controller is earlier than that to the controlee as
shown in Case 1, it sets the waiting time Twt i (D) for the controller. If the synchronization server estimates that the arrival of
a web content to the controlee is earlier than that to the controller
as shown in Case 2, it sets Twt i (D) for the controlee. Otherwise
if the arrival times are the same as shown in Case 3, the waiting
time is not set for the controller or the controlee.

4. Implementation and Performance Evaluation
4.1 Implementation of Proposed Method
We implemented modules as described in Section 3 and installed the modules onto a web server, a synchronization server
and a conference server (OS: Redhat Enterprise 5 64 bit, CPU:
Xeon 3.0 x4, Memory: 4 GByte).
We used asterisk [12] as a tool for the conference server. For
web synchronization, we used Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript
and XML) as a tool to send the browser operation to a web server
and Comet (Reverse Ajax) as a tool to receive the browser operation from the web server. To start and control voice and video
communications using Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) [13],
we used Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [14]. We used Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) for sending/receiving messages
between the web server and the synchronization server, and between the synchronization server and the conference server.
Figure 9 shows an experimental environment of the prototype
system. Users 1, User 2 and Operator make voice communication using Device A (a mobile device), Device Y (a mobile
device) and Device Z (a fixed device), respectively. For a nonstreaming communication, they use Device X (a fixed device) installed with Firefox browser, Device Y installed with Android
standard browser and Device Z installed with Internet Explorer,
respectively.
Each fixed device has a LAN interface (100M-TX). Device X
and Z are connected to Gateway 1 and 3, respectively. On the
other hand, each mobile device has a Wireless LAN (WLAN)
interface (IEEE802.11g) connected to each Wi-Fi AP (Access
Point). Device A and device Y access to Gateway 1 and 2, respectively. Device Y also has a communication interface for access to
a Mobile Phone Network.

Fig. 9

Experimental environment.
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The synchronization server and the web server connect to the
core router via the core network. Each gateway and core router
has a function of a network emulator (NIST Net [15]) and is capable of changing the network bandwidth for performance evaluation. The NIST Net network emulator is a general-purpose tool
for emulating performance dynamics in IP networks.
4.2 List of Experiments
4.2.1 Performance of Web Synchronization
We measured the time diﬀerence in the output of web content
and operation among user’s browsers using the proposed method
and the conventional method described in Section 2.1 in order to
compare the accuracy of web synchronization. The web server
collects the output time from each browser and calculates the
diﬀerence as the diﬀerence time by subtracting the output time.
In the measurement, we changed the setting of two parameters
(the throughput (network delay) and the content size (rendering
time)). We evaluated the influence of the changes in the network
bandwidth and web content size on the performance of web synchronization.
Experiment 1: We changed the bandwidth on the access network (WLAN) for Device Y in Fig. 9 from 1 Mbps to 20 Mbps
(actual max speed in Wi-Fi AP) by setting the bandwidth in Gateway 2. We fixed the bandwidth of other access networks (Device
X and Device Z: 20 Mbps) and the web content size (3 Mbyte:
size of the top page in a Japanese travel agency).
We evaluated the influence of the change in throughput on web
synchronization by using the results of this measurement.
Experiment 2: We changed the content size on the web server
from 200 KByte to 3 MByte and fixed the throughput (Device X
and Device Z: 20 Mbps, Device Y: 1 Mbps) on access networks.
Device Y accesses to Wi-Fi AP in this measurement.
We evaluated the influence of the change in the content size on
web synchronization by using results of this measurement.
4.2.2 Performance of Synchronization Adjustment
Experiment 3: We measured the output time of the web content on each device when Device Y switches to a diﬀerent access
network between a WLAN and a mobile phone network. In this
case, we fixed the bandwidth on access networks for Device X
and Device Z and the content size (3 Mbyte).
We evaluated the adjustment of web synchronization when a
device changes access networks.
4.2.3 Scalability
Experiment 4: We measured the maximum number of web sessions that can be simultaneously handled in the architecture of
WSM (Fig. 3). In this experiment, we increase the number of
web sessions from 3 to 1,000 by simulation.
From this measurement result, we show the influence of the
change in the number of web sessions on web synchronization.
4.3 Experimental Results
4.3.1 Performance of Web Synchronization
Figures 10 and 11 indicate the experimental results corresponding to Experiments 1 and 2.
Measurement Result 1: Figure 10 shows the results of Experiment 1, which is the maximum diﬀerence in the output time of
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Fig. 10 Diﬀerence in output time of web content among browsers according
to increase of diﬀerence in bandwidth among devices.
Fig. 12 The diﬀerence in output time of web content when a device moves
between WLAN and mobile phone area.

Fig. 11 Diﬀerence in output time of web content among browsers according
to increase of web content size.

web content among browsers of each user and operator according
to the diﬀerence in throughput.
The maximum delay time in Fig. 10 specifies the delay from
the time when the web content is requested at the controller to
the time when the web content is output to the last controlee.
In the proposed method, the diﬀerence in the output time is
from about 200 ms to about 300 ms regardless of the diﬀerence
in bandwidth (throughput) among devices. These results mean
that the diﬀerence between actual values of the network delay,
the rendering time and their estimated values is within the target
time of web synchronization by the proposed method described
in Section 3.4. This indicates that the proposed method achieves
synchronization for web communication within the target time
(320 ms).
On the other hand, in the conventional method, the diﬀerence
in the output times increases according to the diﬀerence in bandwidths among devices. This indicates the conventional method
depends on the network delay and is out-of-synchronization.
The above results indicate that the proposed method can continually synchronize the output time on each browser even if the
diﬀerence in network delay and web content increases.
Measurement Result 2: Figure 11 shows the results of Experiment 2. The diﬀerence in the output times in the proposed method
are from about 200 ms to about 300 ms even if the diﬀerences in
content size increase. These results mean that the diﬀerence between actual values of the network delay, the rendering time and
their estimated values is within the target time of web synchronization by the proposed method described in Section 3.5. This
indicates that the proposed method achieves synchronization for
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web communication within the target time (320 ms).
On the other hand, in the conventional method, the diﬀerences
in the output times increase according to the diﬀerence in the content size on the web server. This indicates that the state in the
conventional method is out-of-synchronization and dependent on
the content size and rendering time.
Therefore, the proposed method achieves a smooth communication from continual synchronization even if the content size and
the diﬀerence in the rendering time among browsers increase.
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 indicated that the proposed
method can synchronize the output times of non-streaming content among browsers within 320 ms in heterogeneous environments to fulfill Requirement 2 in Section 3.1.
4.3.2 Performance of Synchronization Adjustment
This section indicates the measurement results on the change
in the diﬀerence in output time when Device Y in Fig. 9 moves
between WLAN and mobile phone areas. We evaluated the adjustment of synchronization from the results.
Measurement Result 3: Figure 12 shows the results of Experiment 3, which is the change in the diﬀerences in the output times
on devices.
In the proposed method, the diﬀerence in the output times was
in the range between about 200 ms and 300 ms even if network
delay (or throughput) changed according to a change in access
networks. This result indicates that the proposed method achieves
synchronization for web communications within the target time
(320 ms).
In the conventional method, the diﬀerence in the output times
fluctuates according to the change of access network by Device
Y. In downloading of the 5th, 8th, 11st, 14th webpage after the
changes, the diﬀerence in output times increases due to time to
switch an access network. The diﬀerence in the output times increases when the link speed of the connected access network for
a device changes from a higher one to the lower one. This result
indicates that the diﬀerence in throughput among devices influences the output times in the conventional method.
Therefore, the proposed method continually achieves web synchronization of the output time among browsers even if the
throughput of the access network changes to fulfill Requirement
3 in Section 3.1.
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4.3.3 Scalability
Measurement Result 4: We confirmed that our system could
handle all sessions and synchronize output times even if the number of web sessions was increased from 3 to 1,000. The number
of web sessions corresponds to the number of users in the experiment.
The results of Experiment 4 indicates that the proposed method
can stably synchronize the output time. If service providers want
to handle sessions of over 1,000 users and a server cannot handle
all web sessions at the same time, they can take measures such
scale out and scale up of each server based on existing technologies. As a future work, we will consider eﬃcient management of
web sessions.

[4]

5. Conclusion

[10]
[11]

We propose a web synchronization method (WSM) that starts
sharing browser operations among browsers before/after the start
of voice and video communications. WSM meets issues on outof-synchronization of conventional methods in a heterogeneous
environment where the network delay and rendering time fluctuate. WSM also continues to synchronize the output times of nonstreaming data in addition to the output times of voice and video
data even if a device is connected to diﬀerent access networks
during a conversation. The synchronization is realized by dynamically changing the time to share browser operations and the time
to send web content according to the network delay and rendering
time on each browser. We implemented a prototype system and
measured the diﬀerence in the output time among browsers. The
experimental results show that WSM achieves web synchronization within about 300 ms while the target time is 320 ms even if
the network delay and the rendering time fluctuate. From the experimental results, users can receive the same conversation content as the web content on browsers at the same time. Moreover,
the proposed method is applicable to a training service and teleconference for business as scenarios that require synchronization.
In the training service, a teacher remotely instructs his/her students on how to show commercial products to their customer. In
the teleconference service, business partners remotely share and
edit materials for a conference on their browsers. In future, we
will consider web synchronization according to the processing
load on devices and servers and evaluate the availability.
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